Existing steganography methods of hiding data in the spatial domain images are often unstable to known types of distortion [6, 7] . For example, using of a compression operation with losses (e.g., JPEG-compressed) can lead to partial or even complete destruction of the embedded information into the container. However, there are also development of embedding the confidential information to the spatial domain, that is resistant to several types of attacks. Thus in [8] was offered a two-stage method of steganographic decoding additional information (AI) that is based on solving systems of linear algebraic equations, ensuring compliance with reliability perception of the steganomessage(SM), which is resistant to disturbing influences by providing a small number of the problem conditioning decoding additional information. The developed method can be efficiently decoded embedded in the container information even though a violation of the steganomessage integrity.
Traditionally, [5] there are methods that are more resistant to various distortions including compression which hide data not in the spatial container domain but frequency.
There are several ways to present image in the frequency domain. It is often used one or the other decomposition image-container. For example, there are the methods that operate on the basis of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) using, discrete Fourier transform (DFT) using, the wavelet transform (DWT) using, discrete Karunen-Loeve transform (DKLT) using and others. Such transformations can be applied either to individual parts of the image or to the picture as a whole.
For example, the steganographic method that is offered in [9] implements DWM in the frequency domain by setting the low-frequency DCT coefficients in accordance with the concept of mathematical balance. Before inserting DWM it was previously pretreated. Moreover the distinctive feature of this method is the implementation of the transfer image-container from the RGB to YUV for further integration DWM in luminance (Y) image component.
In [10] a DWM algorithm based on DCT was offered. It provides the reliability of the digital images perception, as well as resistance to various attacks. Embedding binary matrix into the container going by sharing of the middle-banded frequency coefficients, there is a comparison of two medium bands DCT to encode one bit in the block. Locating of the coefficient is selected by JPEG quantization tables. Another one algorithm DWM embedding into the digital images for authenticating is offered in [11] . Watermark sequence is obtained from the defined low-frequency coefficients, which are hidden in the midrange pseudorandom blocks of DCT coefficients. Authenticity is realized through calculating the correlation coefficients between the low frequency coefficients and corresponding the middle frequency coefficients.
In [12] a method of embedding the information into the Fourier transform for the grayscale images without disturbing the reliability perception SM was offered. Their authenticity is performed by inserting a large amount of information in each block of the partition.
Aim of the research. The analysis all above does actual the direction of the digital steganography, which associated with the development of methods for implementing the organization of a hidden communication channel today by introducing a secret message to the transformation field of the container with simultaneous check of the integrity the container. In this paper we developed the theoretical basis for the steganographic method, which later will be able to satisfy all the requirements of the effective steganographic method, such as the reliability of the formed SM perception, providing sufficient hidden capacity, resistance to attacks against the embedded message, and also to solve a dual problem defined above.
The aim is to develop a theoretical basis of a new steganographic method of organization of hidden communication channel within the public channel, which is giving an opportunity to verify the authenticity of the image-container.
To achieve this aim we need to solve the following tasks: -to review the methods of hiding data in the frequency domain transformations; -to select a block size of the matrix-container which provides the absence of the imaginary part of the coefficients the discrete Fourier transformation in the time of transition in the frequency domain;
-to organize a hidden communication channel, namely embedding of AI to the container that does not violate the reliability of SM perception;
-to solve the problem of authenticity by getting integer frequency coefficients. Main Body. It is considered a digital grayscale image as the container in a lossless format. Note the M N × -matrix in the spatial domain of the container I.
It is proposed to split DI into blocks size 2 2 × . Further, all transformations are produced with each block individually.
Note the partitioning block f, the number of blocks is determined as 2 2
part of the argument. Then for each block we must make a transition from the spatial to the frequency domain using a direct discrete Fourier transformation (DDFT): 
Selection of block size is not accidental, because of this partition it increases not only the hidden bandwidth, but also gets all real frequency coefficients (2)...(5) compared with the standard partition 8 8 × .
The obtained values of frequency coefficients for an arbitrary image, as shown above, due to the coefficient are not integer. It is proposed to transform the blocks of the matrix-container to obtain all the integer frequency coefficients in the block for further solving the problem of authentication. This method does not violate the reliability of perception of the whole matrix-container.
It is necessary to count a number of odd and even coefficients in the block of the spatial domain to obtain the integer frequency coefficients. If their number coincide or block consists exclusively of all odd / even coefficients, whereas block of frequency coefficients will represent a matrix of integer numbers. If the number of even and odd coefficients is not the same, it is necessary to change one of the coefficients of the spatial domain, to make the block matrix consisting of integer numbers
where k -number of even elements of the original block,
Then it is proposed embedding of AI to the DDFP. It is selected a binary matrix as AI,
. In each block of the container we will place 1 bit of the AI, according to the relation
where FF(i, j) -element of a SM block.
So, it is proposed according to the immersion of information (0 or 1) to do all block elements even or odd, respectively. Note that all frequency coefficients stand integer after immersion.
After immersing the additional information go back to the spatial domain using inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) (8) in order to transmit the image with embedded information over the communication channel. 
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Then, the resulting image-steganomessage is transmitted over the communication channel. The AI transmission and decoding method used in the field of computer steganography is called stable if steganomessage formed using this steganomethod is insensitive (low sensitive) to disturbing influences, i.e. decoding the received information made by the addressee has a small resulting mistake in the presence of disturbing influences in the communication channel.
Decoding of AI occurs in two stages. In the first stage there is a check of the image authenticity. Addressee receiving the image, in a similar way as in the embedding of AI, breaks it into blocks 2×2 and builds DDFT for each block. Each block is checked if the four frequency coefficient belongs to the set of integers. If for only one block, and for only one frequency coefficient was obtained not integer number, we say about violation of image authenticity and it means that image has been the subject of attack during the transmission over the communication channel.
Additional verification of authenticity can serve as selection of AI, as shown in (13). If for one block AI allocation gives four "1" or four "0", then we can talk about the non breach authenticity of the image, if even one number is different, we will talk about breach of authenticity. mod( (0,0), 2) mod( (0,1),2) mod( (1,0),2) mod( (1,1),2) F F F F = = = (13) If the authenticity of the image has not been broken, the addressee can decode the information. 0, mod( ( , ), 2) 0 , , 0,1 1, mod( ( , ), 2) 1
where mod -operation of calculation the reminder of dividing by number,
F -values of frequency coefficients of the Fourier transform for the image, which was receipted by the addressee.
Results. Based on the foregoing, we can write down the basic steps of steganographic algorithm of AI embedding:
-dividing the container matrix into 2×2-blocks.
-checking the parity of each block (6).
-applying DFT using (1).
-embedding AI (7).
-transition into the spatial domain (8) .
Below is an example of the proposed steganographic algorithm of AI embedding in the entire DFT coefficients for the 2×2-block (Fig. 1) . In the example, we consider an arbitrary 2×2-block. Basic steps of steganographic algorithm of information decoding -the matrix is divided into 2×2-blocks.
-verification of authenticity:
, where Ζ-set of integers. -additional verification of authenticity (13).
-extraction of AI (14). After the introduction of AI it was superimposed noise to the images. Computational experiment was carried out on 200 images for each parameter in the environment MathWorks MATLAB, which has a 100% confirmation of the violations the image authenticity. Imposition of Gaussian noise was conducted with the following parameters: zero expectation, variance, 0,000001, 0,00001, 0,0001, 0,001; multiplicative: dispersion -0,000001, 0,00001, 0,0001, 0,001; and also held the imposition of the Poisson noise.
Conclusion. Analysis of existing steganographic methods working in the frequency domain showed not ideality development and work prospect in this direction.
In this paper it was proposed to use the of non-standard block decomposition of the original matrix-container by the size 2 2 × . The choice of such size is connected not only with the increase of capacity, but also with the formation of frequency coefficients of the discrete Fourier transform, namely getting real frequency coefficients.
It was built the steganographic algorithm on the basis of the DFT of embed the AI into the frequency domain. The proposed algorithm embeds AI into integer frequency coefficients. It was also built the steganographic algorithm for decoding the information that ensures effective verification of the container authenticity. The proposed algorithm has a 100 % confirmation of the violations the image authenticity.
At present, based on the offered steganographic method the author developed steganographic algorithms providing stable AI to disturbing influences in the communication channel, and also, the two main tasks of steganography -hidden transmission data and authentication of container with kipping reliability the SM perception which are preparing for publication. 
